
Subject: Re: What The Bleep Do We Know!?
Posted by NeoSaber on Wed, 30 Aug 2006 04:03:24 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Blazer wrote on Tue, 29 August 2006 20:57I cannot in good faith believe that anyone's hard drive
has less than a gig of free space...my windows swap file is that large for crying out loud  As for
stable connections and bandwidth, that's what download managers and accelerators are for. Even
if you had a 56k modem, you could easily download it in while you are sleeping. I'm pretty sure if I
had C&C3 up for download, or Renegade2, you would somehow magically find a way to get it 

I'm not claiming I absolutely don't have the room on my hard drive right now. Its a 40GB drive and
currently down to 7GB. I began rationing space once it dropped below 10GB. Filling 1/10 of the
remaining room with one file doesn't appeal much to me.

For my connection, my router is a pain in the ass that randomly corrupts throughout the day. If I
bypass it, my ISP always seems to cut me off if I download a large file for more than an hour.
When downloading, the connection needs constant attention. I can't just let it run while I sleep,
otherwise it'll take me weeks and I probably still wouldn't have it all.

Could you lower the video's resolution or something to bring down the file size? If the file was
around 300MB or less I'd be willing to download it. I could probably clear 300MB to make room for
it, and I have been willing to put up with 300MB downloads occasionally in the past, even if they
take me a few days of doing nothing else.
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